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Introduction 
For each n greater than or equal to five, this paper contains examples of generalized 
n-manifolds X and cell-like maps 7~ from R” onto X, having the following properties. 
(Let k less than n be fixed,) 
(1) The nonmanifold part of X is homeomorphic to a k-cell. 
(2) If A is any closed subspace of X of dimension less than k, then the decomposi- 
tion of IR” induced over A is shrinkable. 
We call such spaces generalized manifolds arising from thin decompositions of R”. 
This terminology was suggested by averman a;ld indicates the %c‘+ 5-f;;: the 
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nonmanifold nature of X can only be detected (in a certain sense to be made precise 
later) by examining large dimensional subspaces of X. 
This is in direct contrast o other examples of decompositions of R” that yield 
nonmanifolds. In these other examples, the nonmanifold part of the decomposition 
space is detectable by examining certain closed zero-dimensional subspaces of the 
decomposition space. The examples produced here generalize a construction of 
McCauley and Woodruff [lo] in iw3 to higher dimensions. 
The second condition listed above implies immediately that the decomposition 
map 7t from R” onto X is cellular since lR”/ P-‘( p) = R” for each point p in R”/G. 
The first and second conditions together imply that the decomposition G is intrinsi- 
cally zero-dimensional. For the quotient map ?I:IR” + X is approximable by a 
cell-like map f that is one-to-one over the manifold part of X and over any 
(k - I)-dimensional FU subset of the nonmanifold part of X by using standard 
techniques from decomposition theory. (See [2] for a similar argument.) This 
(k - 1).dimenional subset can be chosen so that its complement (with respect o the 
nonmanifold part of X) is zero-dimensional by an argument from dimension theory 
161 . 
Decompositions that are intrinsically zero-dimensional and have nonmanifold 
part of dimension k can also be constructed by having zero-dimensional decomposi- 
tions “limit down” to a k-cell. However, such decompositions would not have the 
thinness property described above. The nonmanifold nature of such decompositions 
could be detected by examining certain closed zero-dimensional subsets. 
Sections 1 and 2 contain technical preliminaries. In Section 3, we discuss properties 
of certain products of Cantor sets that will be used in the construction of the 
examples and express Cantor sets in 88” as intersections in a special way. Specific 
zero-dimensional decompositions are described in Section 4. Section 5 contains the 
main examples. The author would like to thank the referee for suggestions concerning 
Section 3. 
1. Definitions and notation 
We follow the terminology on cell-like upper semicontinuous decompositions 
found in Daverman’s book 121. If G is such a decomposition of IV’, NG denotes 
the union of the nondegenerate elements of G. If f is a map from R” + X, NJ denotes 
the union of the nondegenerate point inverses of $ A cell-like decomposition G is 
secretly Ire-&rPsens&al if the quotient map ?T : R” + I?#“/ G is arbitrarily closely approxi- 
mable by cell-like maps f: it?’ + W”/ G with f ( AIf) of dimension s k. The decomposi- 
tion G is intrinsically k-dimensional if it is secretly k-dimensional, but is not secretly 
(k - 1).dimensional. 
A map f: X + Y is one-to-one over a subspace S of Y if f If-ltSj is one-to-one. If 
G is a cell-like decomposition of R” and A is a subspace of I?‘/ G, the decomposition 
induced over A is the decomposition of R” having for elements {r-‘(a) 1 a E A) 
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together with the points of R”\?r-‘(A) where v is the quotient map. The decomposi- 
tion space associated with the decomposition induced over A is denoted by 
IV’/ w-‘(A). 
In constructing the examples, we will need to use defining sequences. These were 
introduced in [l] and also were used in [3,7,8]. We summarize the results presented 
in [2, pp. 245-2511, modified for the purpose of this paper. 
Definition 1.1. A nested PL dejining sequence in R” is a sequence 9 = {A,, AZ, . . .} 
satisfying the following four conditions: 
(1) Disjoirrtness criterion. For each i, the set J& is a finite collection {&“} of PL 
rr-manifolds with boundary (embedded as subpolyhedra of R” j with pairwise disjoint 
interiors. 
(2) Nesting criterion. For each i > 1, each A in Jui has a unique predecessor, 
Pre(A) in Ai_, that properly contains A. 
(3) Boundary size criterion. For each i, each A E Jti and each pair of distinct points 
x and y in aA, there is an integer s > i such that no element of A, contains both x 
and y. 
(4) Null homotopy criterion. For each i > 1 and each A E Jti, the inclusion map 
A + Pre(A) is null homotopic. 
Definition 1.2. The decomposition G associated witk c nested de$ning sequence 9 is 
given by the rule: distinct points x and y of 88” belong to the same element of C 
if y E ni St*(X, J&j where St2(X, &i) is the star of (the star of x in &i) in =Mi. 
Theorem 1.3 [2, pp. 247-248; 11. The decomposition G associated with a nested PL 
defining sequence is cell-like and upper semicontinuous. If in addition, each element A 
Of Ati s contained in an n-cell contained in Pre( A), then G is a cellular decomposition. 
Moreover, if 98 denotes U (aA 1 A E Jti for some i}, and if x E g E G and either x E 9% 
or gn 93 ~(4, then n-‘(~(~))=n,:, st(x, a&j). 
The defining sequences that we construct will have the property that each element 
11 I GC J& is contained ii1 the interior of Pre( M). So condition (3) in Definition 1.1 
will be trivially satisfied. 
2. Spinning and I-essential maps 
In this section, we introduce certain concepts which will be needed in the 
construction. that begins in Section 4. For a more detailed treatment of the topics 
in this section, see [2] or [8]. 
One can view S”, n > 3, as ( I3 x Y3)/K where is the decomposition into 
points and the sets { 6) x .!T3 for b in a13. Let p : I3 x S” + S” denote the quotient 
map, let q : I3 x S”-3 + I3 be projection, and let $ : S” ’ be the map kiuced by 
p and q so that @p=q. 
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Definition 2.1. Let A be a subset of Z3. The (n -3)-spin of A, written SpflB3(A), is 
the set #-‘(A). 
Let T and T( 1,l j, T( 1,2), T(2,l) and T(2,2) be 3-cells in Z3 positioned as in 
Fig. 1. Let S and S(I, l), S(l, 2), S(2,l) and S(2,2) be the (n-3)-spins of these 
cells in S” respectively. 
Fig. 1. 
Lemma 2.2 [2, Ill. Each of Sand S( 1, l), S( 1,2), S(2,l) and S(2,2) is homeomorphic 
to sn-2 x B2. In addition, each of S(i, 1) v S(i, 2), for i = 1 or 2, is contained in an 
n-cell in the interior of S. 
Proof. Each of these sets is contained in a 3-cell C in I3 that intersects the boundary 
of Z3 in a 2-cell. The (n -3)-spin of C is the required n-cell. Cl 
Let M be a PL n-manifold with boundary, B a 2-cell and j’: 3 3 !K be a map 
with f@B) c aM. The map f is said to be I-inessential if there exists a map 
f: B+aM withfl,, =flas. OtherwiseJ is said to be Z-essential. Let H be a disc with 
holes, g : H + M be a map with f(aH) c aM. The map g is said to be virtually 
Z-essential if g extends to an Z-essential map f: B + M with f( B\ H) c aM where 
B is the unique 2-cell in 63’ with H c B and with aB c aH. If in addition, Q is an 
n-dimensional PL submanifold of M, g is said to be virtually Z-essential with respect 
to Q provided that for each PL map g : H + M with g sufficiently close to g, and 
in general position with respect o Q, some component HQ of g-‘(Q) is a disc with 
holes and g iHp : HQ + Q is virtually Z-essential. 
The proof of the following lemma is standard. For similar arguments, ee [2] or 
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Lemma 2.3. If f : H + S is any virtually I-essential map of a disc with holes H, then 
there exists an i, 1 s i G 2, so that f is virtually I-essential with respect o both S(i, 1) 
and S( i, 2). Moreover, if f : H + S is any virtually I-essential map of a disc with holes 
H, and i is jxed, then there exists a map g : H + S so that glaH = f laH and g(H) n 
(S(k, j)) = 0, unless k = i. 
Let Y0 = { 7’,‘,} where To in lR”-’ x [2,3] c R” is homeomorphic to the product of 
S “-’ and B2. For each i, 1 s is 2 and for each j, 1 s j G 2 let T( i, j), be a copy of 
T”’ in the interior of 7”’ plsced in Tti just as S( i, j) is placed in S above. Let 9, be 
Ui j Vi, j)- 
ihis construction can now be repeated in each of the T(i, j), yielding a set T2 
which is the union of 16 copies of T,, T(( i, j), ( k, 1)) for i, j, k and 2 in (1,2). The 
process can be inductively repeated so as to obtain the following result. 
[24.24O;iij. The&=U{T(&,,E2,...,Eii)) whec=eeache,=(i,,j,,)for 
i,, and j,, in (1,2) can be chosen so that each element of & contains four elements of 
&+, in its interior, and so that the limit as k goes to infinity, of the maximum diameter 
of a component of & is zero. It follows that Y= nFcO 9i is a Cantor set. In addi- 
tion, the & can be chosen so that components T( e l , Ed, . . . , Q , ( i, 1) ) and 
T(e,,e2,.-9 ek, (i, 2)) of &+, are contained in the interior of an n-cell that lies in 
the inttViOr Of the COmpOnent T(q) h, . . . , t+) Of &. 
We also let 9 be a homeamerphic copy of 9 contained in UT’-’ x [ -3, -21 obtained 
as nFZO gi where gk = (o( E: ) Ed, . . . , &k)} where each E, = (i, j) for i and j in { 1,2}, 
and where the Dk are chosen to satisfy the lemma above. 
3. Products of Cantor sets 
Let % be the standard Cantor set in I= [0, 13 corksting of all points having a 
ternary representation consisting entirely of zeroes and twos. Let f: I + I be the 
standard Cantor map which is constant on the closure of each component of I\%’ 
and 4nich is defined on Ce by: 
I-Iere each ai is either a zero or a two. Note that the following properties hold: 
(i) f 1% is two-to-one over the dyadic rationals in I, 
(ii) f 1% is one-to-one over the complement of the dyadic rationals, and 
(iii) f itself is one-to-one over the complement of the’ dyadic rationals. 
Let %Tk c Ik be the product of k copies of %. Let f k : I” + Ik be defined by: 
f”(x) = (fb,), - l l ,fhb 
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It follows that (f”)-‘(p) is a cell for each point p in Ik. The dimension of this 
cell corresponds to the number of dyadic rational coordinates that p has. One can 
easily check that if G is the decomposition of I k induced by f”, then G is cellular 
and upper semicontinuous. Condition (iii) above implies that if p is a point of (ek 
with no triadic rational coordinates, then (f”)-’ ~f~( p) = p. 
Lemma 3.1. If A is Q nowhere dense subset of I”, then there exists a dense subset D 
of Sk so thatf”(D)nA=fl and (fk)-‘(fk(d))=dforeach din D. 
Proof. Let E={xE %kI(fk)-l(fk(x))=X}. Let D=(%k\(fk)-‘(A))nE. We will 
show that D is dense in Ce”. Given any point c in Zk and an E > 0, f k( &( c)) 
contains an open set U in i rk and so contains an open set V in I” with V n A = 0. 
Choose a point p in V none of whose coordinates are dyadic rationals. Then 
(f k )-‘( p) consists of a single point X. This point is in BF (c) n %” and so it is in D. Cl 
The next lemma follows easily from the fact that G is realizable by a pseudoisotopy. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be the decomposition of IR” induced by the map f li. Then vrG from 
3o to R”/ G is approximable by homeomorphisms and w~( Ik) is a tame k-cell. 
In order to have the decompositions from Section 4 match up in the correct way 
with the decompositions induced by the Cantor map described above, we need to 
view Sk as arising in a special way. The next two lemmas give the necessary 
description. The first lemma is standard. 
Lemma 3.3. The Cantor set %” c I k x (0) c I k x I n-k c R” can be obtained as nEO &i 
where &i c di-1 (i > I), and where each ,rS, consists of 4’ pairwise disjoint n-cells of 
the form 
((n - l)-cell) x 
1 1 
[ 1 -T, 7 , 1 I 
and where each n-cell in &i has exactly four n-cells of&i+, in its interior. 
We let & = {A}, and let J& = (A( (i, j)) 11 s i s 2,l s j s 2) and inductively 
describe & as follows. If A( e, , Ed,. . . , ck_l) is a component of .YYA _ , $+k;;re ca& 
E, is of the form (i,,j,,), for in and j,, in {I, 2}, then the four n-cells of spk contained 
in A(&,: E?, . . . , &&,) are A(&, , e2,. . . , &k-l , &k) where &k is of the form (&, jk) for 
ik and jk in {I, 2). Note that each point p in Sk thus corresponds to a sequence 
( El, EZ, l l l 3 &i-l, &i, l l l ). Also, each point p = (p,, . . . , Pk, 0, 0, . . . , 0) in vk corre- 
sponds to k sequences: 
(Pllv Pl2, l l l 9 Pli9 l - l )9
(P219 P22, l l l l 9 PZi, l l l )9
(Pkl, Pk2, l l l 9 pki, l l l ), 
where for each i and for each j, P!~ E (0,23, and where pi = C,?= 1 pJ3j. 
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To facilitate the mixing necessary for the specific zero-dimensional decomposition 
of the next section, we add additional constraints on the way that the n-cells of 
Lemma 3.3 are chosen. We will need to know that certain points in %” have no 
triadic rational coordinates. To obtain this, we want to choose the di in such a way 
that if a point p in V” is associated with a sequence (E, , . . . . , q, . . .) as above, and 
if there is some stage past which either the frrst coordinates of the &i alternate, or 
the second coordinates of the ei alternate, then p has no triadic rational coordinates. 
Let the standard Cantor set %’ in [0, l] be obtained in the usual manner as ni 9i 
where s9i = { S( ~1,. . . , ci)} is a set with 2’ elements in it. Here each S(G, , . . . , ai) 
is a interval of length l/3’ and each Oj is either a 1 or a 2. It is well known that if 
qisapointin~andq=niS(a,,...,~i),thenq=Cj”=,~/3jwhereqj=2*(oi-1). 
It follows that if the Oi are not eventually constant, then q is not triadic rational. 
We use this standard representation of Ce in further specifying the n-ceils 
A(Q,E2,*-*, Ei) used in the description of C”. The set A, will be obtained from 
A0 by subdividing the first interval factor twice and A2 will be obtained from Al 
by subdividing the second interval factor twice. This process will continue until the 
first k factors have each been subdivided. The process will then continue by 
subdividing the kth factor again and then working backwards towards the first 
factor. After this, the whole process will be repeated again. Let lrrk represent 
projection onto the first k factors. Then: 
vk(A(q)) = S(q) x Sx Sx l l l x S, 
nk(A( E, , g2, EJ) = S(Q) x S( Ed) x S( Ed) x l l l x S, 
Tk(&,, E2, l l l 9 Ek)) = S(q) x S(E2) x S(Es) x l l l x S(Ek), 
~k(A(EI, 452, l l l 9 &k, &k+,)) = S(&,) x S(E2) x l l l x S(&k-I) x S(&k, &k+l), 
wk(A(&, , &2, = l l 9 6, &k+l, &k+2) 
= S( E,) x S( &2) x l ’ l x S(&k-, , &k+2) x S(&k, &k+lb 
mma 34, Ifp =n;=, A(q, c2, . . . , ej) arid $’ there exists an N SO that: either for 
all i 2 G, eN+2i =(l,j,,+~) and 61+2r+l=(2,&&, Qpfor all iso, EN+Zi = (jn+2i, 1) 
and E N+2i+ 1 = (j,,+,i+l ,2), then p has no triadic rational coordinates, and f”(p) has 
no dyadic rational coordinates. In either case, ( f k)-’ 0 f k( p) = p. 
Proof. The point p is in Sk. Since either the first or the second coordinates of the 
E, alternate between ones and twos past stage N, the above description of the n-cells 
shows that none of the coordinates of p have a triadic expansion that is eventually 
constant. The result follows from this observation and from the definition off”. Cl 
Note. The n-cells of the collection &iv as described, do not satisfy the condition 
from Lemma 3.3 that they be in the interior of the n-cells of the previous stage. A 
slight modification in the n-cells can be made to satisfy t is additionpi CX- 
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4. A special zero-dimensional decomposition of $8” 
We construct a special zero-dimensional cell-like decomposition Z-Z of 08” using 
a &fining sequence as presented in Section 1. Because the use of such techniques 
is described in detail elsewhere [I, 3,7, S], we only outline some of the details in 
the construction. The mixing technique in this section was developed independently 
by Daverman and Eaton. The specific technique used here is more similar to Eaton’s 
construction [4]. Fix n greater than or equal to five, and fix k less than n for the 
remainder of the paper. 
The goal of this section is to produce a cell-like USC decomposition H of IR” with 
the following properties: 
(Pl) For each nondegenerate element h of H, h n I” is a single point in @. 
(P2) Let fi and h be maps from P’ into IFI”/ H and let A be any dense subset of 
@. Then h and f2 are approximable by maps g, and gz satisfying: 
(i) g,(B’) n g#‘) c =H(A), and 
(ii) if p is a point of Cek with w&p) E (g1(B2)\g2(B”)) v (g2( B’)\g,(B’)), 
then p has no triadic rational coordinates. 
(P3) R”/H has nonmanifold part equal to tr( Vk). 
Conditions (PI) and (P3) are satisfied for the decomposition of R” described in 
[ 1 l]. The main work in this section will be to construct such a decomposition so 
that it also satisfies (P2). To produce such a decomposition, we build a defining 
sequence 9 = {A,, A&,. . . } where each Jli has 4’ components, and where each 
component of Ai intersects &i in one of its n-cell components. Each component 
Of JHi consists Of a single component K of SQi, a component of 5i, a component 
of 9i, together with PL tubes joining the top of K, (,K n (R”-’ x {l/i})), and bottom 
of K, (K n (R”-* x {- l/ i)), to these components. 
We describe the construction inductively. 
Stage 3: J& has a single element MO consisting of A together with PL copies of 
B”= B”-’ X Z joining A to To and DO. This joining is done in such a way that 
Adon (Rn-’ x [-1.5,1.5]) = A. 
Stage 1: Inside of MO, carefully tube the top of A( i, j) to T(i, jj dr.$ the bortom 
of A( i, j) to D(j, i) with PL copies of B” = B”-’ x I. These tubes should run straight 
through the tube joining To and DO from the previous stage. Let M( i, j) be the 
resulting PL n-manifolds. The joining should be done in such a way that M(i, j) n 
(IR x r-1, 11) = A(i, j). 
Then Jcl, =(M(i, j)}. 
Stage k: Inductively assume: 
(i) Each component M = M(E,, e2,. . . , &k-l) Of&1 is a PL n-manifold com- 
posed of the z-cell A(E~, Ed, . . . , E&l) Of &!&_, , together with n-tubes joining the 
top of this n-cell to T(E,, Ed,. . . , &k-I) and the bottom of this n-cell to 
Z%, (32, l l l , S,_,) where 6, = (j, i) if e, = (i, j). 
(ii) MnR”-‘x[-l/(&l), 1/(k-lj]=A(E,3E2 ,..., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2f-I 22. 
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(iii) If k 3 2, each component M = M( &, , Ed, . . . , &k-2, (ik,jk)j of .Mk-l is con- 
tained in the interior of the unique component Pre( M) = M(E~, e2,. . . , E~._~) of 
Ak_2. And, for each ik, both 
and 
Wh, ~2, . . . . ek-2, (ik, 1)) u WEI, E2,. . . , ek-2, (ik, 2))bR? 
M&I, &2, . . . , &k-2, (1, ik))u Mb, 82,. . . , &k-2, (2, ik))l d?t! 
are contained in n-ceiis in the interior of Pre( M). 
Note that A1 satisfies these three conditions. Focus on a single component M of 
Jac k-1. Suppose M = M(&,, &2,. . . , &k-l). Then by (i), M consists of the n-cell 
M&*,&2,.--, &k-l) of &k-I, together with tubes joining this n-cell to 
V&1, &2,. . . , &k-l) and D(6,, 62,. . . , a&_,). Let M(&*, Ed,. . . , &k-l, &&) be the PL 
n-manifold obtained by joining T(&,, E2,. . . , &km,, &k) t0 the top Of 
A(e,,&2,..., &&_+, &&) and joining D(S,, S2,. . . , a&_$, a&) to the bottom of 
A(&,, ~2,. . l ,&&+&&)where6,=(j,i)if&,= (i, j). The joining should be done in 
such a way conditions (ii) and (iii) of the inductive hypotheses are satisfied. For a 
more detailed description, see [2] or [ 111. 
This completes the inductive description of A&. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Y= {A,, An-, , A2n_3,. . . }. 7hen 9’ is a defining sequence. Let H be 
the decomposition associated with 9. Then H is a cell-like upper semicontinuous 
decomposition of W, and for each nondegenerate lement h of H, h A W”-’ is a single 
point in VZk. 
Proof. The construction guarantees that h n IX”- is contained in nT=, AE,,E2,___,E, for 
some choice of &i. So jnR”-’ is a single point of Cek. The rest of the lemma follows 
directly from Theorem 1.3 since the conditions of Definition 1.1 are satisfied. El 
Lemma 4.2. Let H be as in Lemma 4.1, and let A be a dense subset ojSk. Let M be 
a jked component of some A&. Let f and g be maps f2 B2 into IV, in general position 
w$h respect o &, transverse zc W*-I, with (J@) u g( B2)) ~I$“-’ contained in the 
complemenent of &. Then there exist maps f’ and g’ from B” into R” with 
f %\~f-‘W~~ =f leZ\(S-‘W, g’le2\W’WN = gJB2\~/-‘W, and satisfying the foilowing 
conditions: 
(i) If h E H, h c M and both g’( B2) and f ‘( B2) intersect h, then h n Cek EA. 
(ii) If h E H, h c M and g’( B2) intersects h and f ‘(B2) does not intersect h, then 
h n Vk has no triadic rational coordinates. 
(iii) If h E H, h c M and f ‘( B2) intersects h and g’( B2) does not intersect h, then 
h CI Vk has no triadic rational coordinates. 
Proof. The result will be obtained by successively pushing f and g off certain 
components of h!i for i> k Let &&) be as in the construction 
described above. A small adjust g in get?er3b i -&ion 
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with respect o &+I = The maps f’ and g’ will be inductively constructed. If f( B2) 
and g( B2) both intersect M, replace f and g by maps fi and g, so that f, IBz,(f-,( M ,) = 
flB2\(f-‘( M 1,) g, B’\(_r’( M 1) I = 8ll3’\w’w= Also by condition (iii) in the inductive 
construction above, we may require that fi( B2) n M is contained in 
(Uf=, U&I, E2, l l l 9 ~,(l, i))u(U~=, 0(6,, a2,. . . , e&,(1, i)) and that g,(B’)n M 
is contained in (uf=, T( E, , e2, . . . , Q, (2, i)) u (Uf=, D(&, 52, l . l , Q, (2, i)). 
(i) If both f,( 8’) and g,( B’) intersect an element N of .&+, contained in M, 
with N = M(E,, eZ, . . . , Q+,), let 7’, = T(E,, tz2,. . . , Q+,), and let D, = 
D(S,, 62,. . .v Sk+,). It then follows that either f,( B’) n N is contained in 7’, and 
g,( B2) n N is contained in D, , or f,( B2) n N is contained in D, and g,( B”) n N is 
contained in T1. At this point fix an element h of H contained in N with h n %” c A. 
For each such N, maps 5 and gi, 2 s i, can be defined inductively so that at stage 
j, the only element of J4 k+j contained in N that both &( B2) and gj( B2) intersect is 
the element containing h, so that ~lB’,(/;l,(“.,~r+,_,~~ =J IJ-1 S2\(f;‘,u1~~~+,-,)) and so 
that gjlB’\(8;11(U.UI+,_,)) =gj-118’\(g;!,(u.l(rr,_l)l. 
The fact that the diameters of the components of Yi and 9i go to zero allows 
one to define f” and g’ as the limits of the maps fi: and gi respectively. The maps 
thus obtained satisfy condition (i). 
(ii) If at some stage j 3 k, f ‘( B’) intersects an element N of A?j, and g’( B’) does 
not, a mapf’ will be inductively constructed so that f’ and g” satisfy both conditions 
(i) and (ii). 
Case 1: If f ‘( B2) intersects the element N of _Icci both in WY and in R!! , fix an 
element h of H so that h is in N and so that h n Vk has no triadic rational 
coordinates. The map f’ will be replaced by a map f’ so that if f ‘( B2) intersects 
any element of H contained in N both in Iwy and in RF, then this element must 
be h. As a first approximation, define fi so that fi lBz,( f-+ N )) = f "lBz,(J-lt ,,, )), and by 
condition (iii) in the inductive construction above, we may also require that f,( B’) n 
N is contained in 
Here I and m are chosen to correspond to the element of dj+, that contains ?K If 
follows that the only element of J$+, contained in N that f, intersects both in Ry 
and in IX! is the element containing h. 
We can now proceed inductively, defining maps A, 2 6 i, so that at stage e, the 
only element of Aj+, contained in N that fe( B2) intersects in both is the element 
containing j,, and so that fplS~~~.~~~,~U.II,,,_,~~=~-,~B~~~~~~,~U.I(,+,._,~~o me map f' will 
be defined as the limit of the maps A. 
Case 2: Suppose f"( B’) intersects the element N of J$ only in R: or in Iw!!. For 
each such N, maps A, 2 G i, can be defined inductively, using condition (iii) above 
SO that if f2e( B2) intersects an element M( E, ,E~, . . . , ( jj+2e, ji,,,)) of Jblj+ze contained 
in N, then ji+2e = 1, and so that if f2e+,( B2) intersects an element 
M( E, , 82, . . l , ( jj+2eJrl vjj+24+1)) of &j+ze+, , then ii+2r+, =2. We can also require that 
&2\~~l,~u.4t,+,_,~~ =.L B2\(.f.;!,(U.~,+,_,):- I 
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The fact that the diameters of the components of 9i and 9i go to zero allows 
one to define f’ as the limits of the maps A. Lemma 3.4 implies that if f’ intersects 
an element h of H contained in IV, then h n %’ has no triadic rational coordinates. 
(iii) A map g’ can be constructed just as f’ was constructed above, so that f’ and 
g’ satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a Jixed component of some J& There exist maps f and g from 
B2 into R”, and E > 0, so that f(aB2) and g(aB2) are at a distance at least E from 
u.&,, and so that iff’ and g’ are such that f ‘[a(B’) and g’[,(ez, are E approximations 
to f ia1 Pzb and gl,( Bz), then both f ‘( B’) and g’( B2) intersect a common element h of H 
contained in M. 
Proof. M consists of an n-cell A(&, , e2, l . . , Q) of J&, together with tubes joining 
this n-cell to T = T( q, Q, . . . , Q) and D = D(6,, S2,. . . , J&). Both T and D are 
of the form B’x S”-‘. Let f ( B2) be B2 x (point) in T and let g( B2) be B2 x (point) 
in D. A standard inductive argument combined with Lemma 2.3 produces the desired 
result. For details, see 12, p. 241; 111. 0 
Theorem 4.4. The decomposition H described above is a cell-like decomposition of R” 
satisfying three properties, (Pl), (P2) and (P3) listed at the beginning of Section 4. 
Proof. Let h be any nondegenerate element of H. Lemma 4.1 shows that (Pl) is 
satisfied. 
Let f and g be maps from B’ into W/H and let A be any dense subset of @‘. 
Given e > 0, choose PL lifts f and i from B2 into IR” so that f( B2) n g( B2) = 0, so 
that f and g are transverse with respect o W-l, so that the images off and g miss 
Cek, and so that YQ; o$ and w H 0 g are &/3 approximations to f and g. Then there 
is a stage & in the defining sequence for H so that ($( B2) u g(B2)) nR”-’ is 
contained in the complement of %& and so that ?rH (M) has diameter less than &/3 
for each M in &. A further general position adjustment puts f and g in general 
posiii~~ with respect to alli elements of J#Z km An application of Lemma 4.2 now 
produces maps f’ and g’ so that 7r 0.f’ and s c g’ are the desired approximations 
needed for condition (P2). 
Finally, let p be any point of nH ( %‘“) and let U be an E neighborhood of p. Since 
the image of the nondegeneracy set of H is contained in nH( %“), it is clear that 
the nonmanifold part of R”/ H is contained in rH ( gk). To complete the proof, it 
suffices to show that the disjoint discs property fails in U [5]. Choose an element 
M of some && so that rH( M) is contained in the &/4 neighborhood of p. Let i g 
and E’ be as in Lemma 4.3. Let I= arH 0 f and let g = 7bH 0 g. Then there is a 8 so 
that if f” and g” are lifts of S/2 approximations off and g with VH of” and WH o g" 
within S of j and i, then f “1 a(B*I and g’& B*I are within E’ off la(Bp and glacB*, l It
follows by Lemma 4.3 that any S/2 approximations of f and g have a common 
point of U in their image. Cl 
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5. Construction of the example 
Let H be the cellular decomposition of IV described in the previous section and 
vH be the quotient map from R” to R”/Z& Let G be the cellular decomposition of 
R” induced by the map f” : Zk + Zk from Section 3, and let ?rG be the quotient map 
from R” to R”/G. Let K be the decomposition of R” given by xcy if and only if 
we v mz o ?TH()‘) n TG ’ ?r;;’ OP&)#~. Let X=lR”/K. Then 7rl from R”/G to 
X is defined by nl(x) = v,(y) if and only if VG 0 V& nH 0 ?r&‘(y)n 
mG 0 ri’ ‘,wH 0 n;‘(x) # 0. And m2 from lR”/ H to X is defined by 7r2(x) = 7r2(y) if 
and Only if ?rG O ?$(y) n ?tG 0 vi’(x) # 0. (See the diagram below.) 
lH 
We claim that K is the desired cellular decomposition. 
Theorem 5.1. 7&e decomposition K satisfies the following three properties: 
( 1) K is cellular. 
(2) 7he nonmanifold part of X is homeomorphic to a k-cell. 
(3) Zf A is anv closed subspace of X of dimension Sk - 1, then the decomposition _ 
of R” induced over A is shrinkable. 
Proof. (1) The map v is cell-like since it is a composition of cell-like maps [9]. 
Condition ( 1) will now follow immediately from condition (3) as mentioned earlier. 
(3) Let A be any closed subspace of X of dimensions  k - 1. It suffices to show 
that #V/V-*( A) satisfies the disjoint discs property [5]. This is equivalent o the 
following condition. For each E > 0 and for each pair of maps f and g from B2 into 
X, there are E approximations $ and g to f and g with $( Bz) n g(i3>) A A = (8. Krst, 
use Lemma 3.1 to choose a dense subset D of Cek so that fk(D) n A= 0 and 
(fk)-‘(fk(d))=d for each d in D. 
Given E, f and g as in the condition above, choose approximate lifts f; and g, 
of f and g to IV/ G so that fi( B2) n g,( B2) = 0. This is possible since IV/ G is 
homeomorphic to R”. We may choose these maps and a 6 > 0 so that if f and g are 
6 atpproximations of .fi and g, , then 7~~ o$ and 7~~ 0 g are 43 approximations to f 
and g respectively, and s< B2) n g’( B2) = 0. 
Next choose approximate lifts f2 and g2 of fr and g, to R” so that f2( B2) n g2( B2) = 
0, SO that J2 and g2 are transverse to IR”-‘, so that f2( B2) v g2( B2) misses Cek, and 
so that TG of2 and 77 G 0 g2 are S approximations to $1 and g, respectively. It follows 
that 7~ ofi and w 0 g, are E/S approximatiirns to f and g respectively. 
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Finally, choose k SO that if M is any component of .A&, then w(M) hss diameter 
less than ~/3, and SO that (f2( B’) u g2( B2)) n R”-’ is contained in the complement 
of .&. After a small general position adjustment, approximations f3 and g, to f2 
and g2 can be found, using Lemma 4.2, so that f3~B~,tJ-1tMij =f21B~,tj-+Mjb, 
g31B2\~/-'~M~~ = g2 1 By(J-q M )), and satisf;ring the following conditions: 
(i) if h E H, h c M and both g3( B2) and f3( B2) intersect h, then h n %” E D. 
(ii) If h E H, h c M and g3(B2) intersects h and fJ( B’) does not intersect h, then 
h n Vk has no triadic rational coordinates. 
(iii) If h E If, h c A4 and $3( B’) intersects h and g3( B2) does not intersect h, then 
h n 517” has no triadic rational coordinates. 
We claim that 7r 0 f3 and r 0 g, are the required approximations to f ami g. For 
?rG 0 f3, ?rG 0g, have disjoint images, so the points in 7r 0 f3( B2) n IT 0 g3( B’) can 
arise in one of two possible ways: 
(a) Such points can arise from an element h of H that both f3( S2) and g3( B2) 
intersect, or 
(b) they can arise from elements h, of H that f3( B2) intersects and hz of Z-Z that 
g&B*) intersects where 7rG( h,) n rG( h,) # 0. 
The fact that D consist only of points with no triadic rational coordinates, along 
with conditions (ii) and (iii) above, shows that there are no points of the latter type. 
Condition (i) above shows that any point of the first type lies in the complement 
of A. This completes the proof of (3). 
(2) The nonmanifold part of X is clearly contained in 7r( Z k, which is homeomor- 
phic to a k-cell. The fact that w( Zk) is the nonmanifold part follows by an argument 
similar to that in Theorem 4.4 above. q 
Comments and questions. (1) As mentioned above, McAuley and Woodruff have 
shown that the construction in this paper works in dimension 3. It seems likely that 
the same construction will yield a similar result in R4, but the author does not know 
how to do this since the disjoint discs property can’t be used in dimension 4. 
(2) The examples in this paper yield nonmanifold sets of codimension one. Does 
there exist a sodimension-zero exam le havih$ the properties of the exampIe in this 
paper? 
(3) Can a construction similar to the one in this paper be carried out ir, the 
Hilbert cube? 
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